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 1.0 SUMMARY OF REPORT 

1.1 Summary 

The church of St James’ Wick requests a faculty from the DAC to move the altar 
from its current position butted against the east wall.  The proposal is to free the 
altar slab or mensa from its current die block or base and to remount it on a 
new base that is in line with the leading edge of the current dais or raised 
section of the chancel floor. 

The dais consists of large pennant edging on three sides with a centre that has 
utilised an inscribed ledger slab possibly made from Derbyshire Black or 
Belgian Black limestone.  The repositioning will allow access to the back of the 
altar and help relieve the problem of rising damp that is exacerbated by the 
positioning of the altar tight against the wall.  Replacing the damp stained and 
partially failing low-lying plaster that was applied to the area below the dado 
rail in 1994 is also being considered.  The plaster above the dado may be 
original and contain historically significant material.  For this reason, only 
cosmetic intervention should be considered, (see image 1 below). 
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 2.0 PROJECT INFORMATION 

2.1 Project Brief 

The proposed work is to facilitate remedial works relating to damp within the 
plaster of the east wall.  It will also allow access behind the altar and reveal the 
ledger slab that lies curiously beneath the altar. 

The site was visited on the 11th of November 2019.  The survey was conducted 
by Brian Bentley and Anastasia Gkouma at the request of Michael Davies the 
church architect. 

 

2.2 Description and History of the Building 

The parish church of Wick is dedicated to St James the Great, and dates from 
12th century.  It began as a chapel, but was soon given to Ewenny Priory.  It is a 
Grade II listed building and consists of a chancel, nave, south porch and 
western saddle back tower.  The church is built in the Early English style, 
although the oldest parts of the structure such as the chancel arch and the font 
are Norman.  The altar is thought to be pre-Reformation, and on either side of it 
there are unusual niches, which probably contained statues of St James and the 
Blessed Virgin in the past.  The altar slab currently sits upon a composite die 
block which appears to be made from red brick units rendered in hard cement 
(see image 2).  Some of the building’s features are post medieval, for instance the 
north and south nave windows.  The church was subject of a major Victorian 
restoration 125 years ago and has been added to in several ways since that date.  
In 1994 the exposed low-lying masonry around the chancel was covered with 
lime plaster. 

 

 3.0 OBJECT INFORMATION 

3.1 Altar 

Pre-reformation style  
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3.2 Dimensions 

1580 x 770 x 70mm (guesstimate weight c. 250kgs) 

 

3.3 General Description 

The altar slab is made from a local fine-grained limestone.  It has been carved 
from a single block and has a simple moulding on the front and the sides.  The 
back of the altar slab has been damaged and repaired with cement mortar; the 
repair is a simple right angle in profile and does not attempt to mimic the 
moulded sides and front.  The surface of the slab has a simple inscribed crucifix 
towards the centre.  There is evidence of a gesso coating on the front moulding 
that has been painted with red ochre. 

 

3.3.1 Physical History of the object 

The altar slab has evidence of lime mortar on the right-hand side that may 
indicate that it was engaged against other masonry perhaps in a different 
position in the past.  Likewise, a band of cement along the lower front edge 
might indicate that the slab had a former position or that it may have had a 
front cover fixed with cement. 

 

3.3.2 Significance of the Object 

The church has a key role in the community and from an architectural view 
point is listed as a Grade II* building, meaning that it is a particularly important 
building of more than special interest.  The altar slab or mensa is of pre C16 
origin and is of great importance within the Parish. 

 

 4.0 CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Condition Assessment 

The altar was examined under church lighting augmented with battery 
operated LED lights.  The survey included small windows cut into the plaster 
on the east wall and on the painted die-block render to establish the fixing 
arrangement of the altar. 
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The altar has a patina that includes a polished surface.  The stone has numerous 
small lacunae that appear natural and are not thought to be the result of use.  
The sides of the stone have numerous small gouges that expose fresh light buff 
coloured stone. 

The altar is in a stable condition though a natural shake or vent within the stone 
on the right-hand side is noted (see section below). 

4.1.1 Structure 

A natural shake or vent in the stone is visible on the right-hand side and this 
should be taken into consideration if/when moving.  The shake can be seen 
running vertically from the top to bottom of this side and carries on along the 
top surface for approximately 450mm towards the centre.  If moving, the altar 
should be supported in this area with ‘ratchet straps’ tightened against 
Plastazote™ softening before moving.  Consideration should be given to cross-
pinning across the shake with a stainless-steel threaded dowel set in polyester 
resin and capped with mortar.  The dowel should be coated with wax and have 
a slot cut into the top to allow it to be reversed with a flat-headed screw driver. 

The back of the slab has been damaged and repaired with cement mortar.  The 
repair is approximately 200mm wide and runs the entire length of the back of 
the stone.  The profile of the repair is a simple right angle and does not mimic 
the moulding of the front and sides.  It is not possible to say if the repair has 
been built upon an armature or simply relies on a mechanical bond with the 
stone.  Ideally, the repair would be replaced with a section of new stone but this 
may prove to be too invasive.  Alternatively, the existing repair could be 
improved by the addition of fresh mortar helping to better match it with the 
original profile.  This could then be toned in with a mineral based paint to 
match the original colour of the stone. 

 

Condition Code Summary 

Stability ii (i – stable; iv – highly unstable) 

Condition B (A – excellent; D – poor): 

Treatment priority 2 (1– no treatment; 4 – urgent) 

 

4.1.2 Surface 

There are a few small remnants of gesso and red ochre on the front of the altar.  
These are stable but should be taken into consideration when placing lifting 
straps.  Candle wax stains are also present on the stone surface and one in 
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particular has set into a coral-like pattern.  These should be mechanically 
removed with wooden spatulas and any residue removed with targeted small 
amounts of a suitable solvent depending on the outcome of a trial.  The altar 
slab would benefit from a light clean with 50/50 alcohol and deionised water 
taking care not to remove the high polish that has been achieved over the years. 

 

Condition Code Summary 

Stability ii (i – stable; iv – highly unstable) 

Condition B (A – excellent; D – poor): 

Treatment priority 2 (1– no treatment; 4 – urgent) 

 

4.1.2 Condition of Building Envelope and Environment 

The east wall of the church has issues with rising damp that may be related to 
cement pointing overlying the original lime joints.  Some of the cement pointing 
on the outside of the east wall around the area of the altar has ‘popped off’ 
leaving the original joints abraded and susceptible to water ingress.  Water 
ingress into the fabric is also made possible by open joints in the external cill of 
the east window. 

Damp amelioration has been considered with the incorporation of a French 
drain.  However, some rising damp is inevitable and has affected the low-lying 
plaster work on the east wall.  The plaster in this area has failed in places and 
there are several areas of damp staining.  This plaster postdates a photograph 
taken in 1994 showing that the area below a dado rail had exposed masonry (see 
image below).  Any remedial works should consider this and ensure that 
appropriate materials are used that best cope with these situations including 
lime plaster and paints designed to let the plaster breathe.  Fortunately, the 
mortar in the formerly exposed masonry appears to be lime mortar, at least in 
the small area where the plaster was cut away during the survey. 

The damp situation is exacerbated around the altar where the moisture has to 
rise above the structure to evaporate; this is obvious from the damp staining 
concentrated around the top and sides of the altar. 
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 5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
5.1 Summary of recommendations and Scope of Works 

Plastic sheet dust protection should be laid onto which spreader boards/plates 
should be used on which to set lifting apparatus, be that a bespoke scaffold or 
demountable gantry that is used to lift the slab.  A load cell should be attached 
to the block and tackle that is used in order to record the weight. 

First, the slab should be released from the die block by carefully chiselling the 
cement between the die block and the underside of the altar slab.  This will 
allow flat lifting straps to be inserted under the ends of the slab.  Before 
undertaking the lift, the shake on the right-hand side of the altar should be 
secured with ratchet straps tightened against Plastazote™ softening. 

The slab should be lowered onto a suitable pallet that can be moved using a 
manual pallet truck across plywood protection on the floor. 

Note that the tiles on the south side of the altar have some cracking.  

Dismantle the die block and transport it with a wheelbarrow to a mini skip on 
the road or left in the car park of the neighbouring village hall if permission is 
granted. 

An assessment should be made of the structural stability of the ledger slab and 
surrounding pennant steps as suitable to carry the repositioned load.  This may 
involve the lifting of the broken ledger slab and the possible replacement of the 
underlying core if not deemed sufficient to support the altar.  Note that the 
ledger slab is surrounded by thick hard cement joints that may need cutting 
with a grinder using localised extraction to release.  Liaise with the architect or 
structural engineer as to the structural stability of the dais to support a new 
base. 

The ledger slab will require repair and cleaning before it is reset and the new 
base is constructed on top.   

5.1.1 Preventive 

Liaise with the PCC and architect regarding proposed extent of plaster 
replacement bearing in mind potential of wall painting above the former dado 
rail. 
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5.1.2 Object treatment 

The altar slab would benefit from a clean including the removal of wax droplets 
together with the removal of cement along the front edge.  Care should be taken 
not to remove the patina including the polished surface which has been 
achieved over the years. 

5.1.3 Analysis required or proposed 

Several samples were taken from all affected areas during the survey in order to 
investigate the type of joints and mortars used in the following areas: 

 The joint between the altar slab and the die block is neat cement.  The 
slab does not appear to have been bedded onto cement. 

 The die-block appears to have been made from red brick rendered with 
hard cement and painted. 

 The plaster on the east wall is lime bound and the formerly exposed 
masonry below the dado rail appears to have lime mortar joints. 

 The outside ribbon pointing has been carried out in cement and overlies 
the original lime mortar joints. 

 

5.1.4 Post-Conservation Treatment recommendations and Maintenance 

No additional works are anticipated beyond those outlined above. 

 

5.2 Estimated Cost  

The following estimated costs apply to the tasks described in the Scope of 
Works above: 

 

Budget Costings: 

Dismantling of altar & die block: 

Set up site 

Include dust and floor protection 

Free joint between altar and die-block 

Secure shake/vent and insert flat straps for lifting 

Provide and erect either lifting gantry or ‘system scaffold’ 
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Carefully lift the alter slab and set on a padded pallet, move to side 

Dismantle die-block and transport waste to mini skip, (make allowance for 
provision of skip) 

Clear site 

Misc materials 

 

Total expenses for conservation works £2,025.00 ex VAT 

 

 
 

Budget cost for further investigation and reinstatement: 

Dust protection 

Free joints between ledger and steps 

Investigate core and liaise with architect/structural engineer 

Reset ledger slab and build load bearing base– details TBC 

Fix altar slab onto new base 

Miscellaneous materials 

Total expenses for conservation works £3,200.00 ex VAT 

Note: awaiting base design details from the client/architect 
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 6.0 PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD 

 
Photograph of the chancel before the plaster works in 1994 

 
Photograph showing the current condition of the altar. 
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This image shows the cement repair along the back of the altar slab. 

 
This image shows the band of cement along the front righthand side of the altar. 
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This image shows the damp pattern is closely related to the altar. The red arrow points 
to the gesso and red ochre seen in the close-up below.  

 
This image shows the remnants of gesso and red ochre on the front moulding of the altar 
slab. 
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The red arrow points to the shake or vent on the right side of the altar. 

 
Red brick can be seen under the hard cement render of the die-block.  
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This image shows the cement repair from the right side. The red arrows mark the 
location of the shake or vent. 

 
This image shows the broken ledger slab set in hard cement beneath the die-block. 
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This image shows what appears to be wax cooled in the shape of coral. 

 
Small excavation window at the righthand base of the die-block revealed that the east 
wall plaster is lime based and that the joints in the masonry at this point are also lime 
bound. 
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 7.0 APPENDICES 

 

A Condition Code Summary 

 Cliveden Conservation Workshop Ltd 
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APPENDIX A  
Condition Code Summary, Cliveden Conservation Workshop Ltd 
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CONDITION CODE SUMMARY 

 

STABILITY (i-iv) 

i Stable Condition not expected to deteriorate within the next 10+ 
years 

ii Potentially unstable Condition not expected to deteriorate within next 5-10 years 

iii Unstable/Steady 
deterioration: 

Change in condition likely to be evident between 1 –5 years 

iv Highly unstable: Change in condition likely to be evident within 1 year 

CONDITION (A–D) 

A Excellent Little or no damage evident 

B Good Minor amount of damage and/or loss of original and added 
material, or with light discoloration or accretions. 

C Fair Noticeable damage and loss and appears disfigured with 
visible accretions. 

D Poor Considerable and/or significant loss of original or added 
material or major damage/breakage or disfigurement.  May 
be endangering other objects and surfaces. 

TREATMENT PRIORITY (1-4) 

1 No treatment Conservation treatment not required beyond routine 
maintenance. 

2 Desirable Conservation treatment desirable but not necessary to 
ensure the long term stability of the object.  For instance, 
conservation treatment may be required for curatorial 
reasons. 

3 Necessary Conservation treatment necessary to avoid further 
deterioration, loss or undesirable strain on an object and/or 
loss of significance (evidential or artistic value). 

4 Urgent Conservation treatment required to prevent significant 
deterioration in condition of object and/or loss of 
significance (evidential or artistic value).  This may include 
structural vulnerability, risk of total loss of entire object or 
part of object, or risk of accident to visitors/users. 

 


